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About This Game

This game is being actively developed. New features are being added constantly. New builds are uploaded all the time!

This game just came out of Early Access and it is developed by one person for free, so it will still have some bugs! If something
isn't working, please don't write a negative review, instead report it to bugs@bobsgame.com or in the development forum and I

will fix it right away.

Main development blog: https://www.bobcorporation.com
Dev forum: https://bobsgame.com/forum

Source Code on GitHub: https://github.com/bobsgame
_____________________________________________

bob's game is:
THE GREATEST PUZZLE GAME EVER MADE
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EVERY PUZZLE GAME IN ONE

A CUSTOM PUZZLE GAME CREATION SYSTEM

A WORLD TOURNAMENT PLATFORM WITH
GLOBAL RANKING AND LEADERBOARDS FOR ALL PUZZLE GAMES

LOCAL MULTIPLAYER WITH UNLIMITED PLAYERS

ONLINE MULTIPLAYER WITH UNLIMITED PLAYERS

MIXED MODE ONLINE/LOCAL MULTIPLAYER

THE ULTIMATE PARTY GAME

THE ULTIMATE TOURNAMENT GAME

COMPLETELY FREE

WRITTEN FROM SCRATCH IN C++

SOURCE CODE ON GITHUB

DOWNLOAD IT RIGHT NOW!
______________________________________________

The legendary bob's game (from the infamous upcoming RPG "bob's game") is the GREATEST PUZZLE GAME EVER
MADE. It is a COMPETITIVE TOURNAMENT PUZZLE GAME PLATFORM with a CUSTOM PUZZLE GAME

CREATOR. It is EVERY PUZZLE GAME IN ONE!

The rules of bob's game change in real time as you play it, morphing from game to game and making every round completely
unique!

More than that, great care has been made to ensure that bob's game is the *best* version of every puzzle game. I went through
every puzzle game forum and wiki I could find and made sure to implement every detail and feature required by tournament

level hardcore players. It has wall kicks, floor kicks, spin kicks, T-spins, adjustable timing, powerups, you name it. All of these
features apply to all the games however you want, making it the best version of every game!

bob's game is a MULTIPLAYER TOURNAMENT PUZZLE GAME supporting as many players as you can fit on your
screen, and many more features are on the way!

It is a BUILD-YOUR-OWN SUPER PUZZLE GAME with a puzzle game creator where YOU define all the rules to your own
custom game!

You can create your own puzzle modes, invent custom rulesets or challenge your friends to a sequence of all your favorite
games.

You can choose to just play your favorite game type against your friends or in a world tournament with fantastic controls, super
tight timing, and features and powerups from other games!

bob's game is COMPLETELY CUSTOMIZABLE, allowing the player to create in-depth rulesets to mimic existing puzzle
games or create entirely new ones to add to the online library!

bob's game is constantly evolving with new theme packs, new rules, and user-designed puzzle packs, able to be shared, voted
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on, and downloaded!

You can compete in an ONLINE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP and improve your skills to reach the top of the GLOBAL
LEADERBOARDS!

bob's game is under constant development with new builds being published all the time. It is reguarly updated for Windows,
Mac, Linux, with ports for Android, iOS, the web browser on the way!

bob's game is written in C++ by Robert Pelloni. The source code will be made available so that it can become the standard for
all puzzle games on every system!

Main development blog: https://www.bobcorporation.com
Dev forum: https://bobsgame.com/forum
Discord Chat: https://discord.gg/vgh4PqF

Source Code on GitHub: https://github.com/bobsgame/bobsgame

Next features being implemented:

 Lots more game mode features, modes, and goals

 Better multiplayer lobby with chat

 Tournament features and ladders, regional and global

 Matchmaking by region or rank

 Server verification

 Spectator mode, replays, challenge replay

 Custom themes, sounds, and music

 Android, iOS, and Browser support
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I've just finished this game and I liked it, I liked it quite a lot. It is a shiny little gem that should be experienced by all fans of
mysteries and dark secrets. The story was intriguing, the dialogue dynamic and I even found the artwork to be appealing
(although it clearly shows its age, thus it may not work for everyone).
However, as Scar of the Doll can be beaten in about 3 without consulting a walktrough guide, I do recommend getting it when
it's on sale. I find 10 bucks to be a tiny bit too much for a 2 hours long experience. But if you keep getting stabbed every 5
minutes (ergo making the wrong choices - dont trust everyone!), it may be a much longer game.. BEST GAME EVER. Its
cheap, so you can gift it to your friends to insult their ♥♥♥♥♥♥ skills! Tell them about how this will make them a better pc
gamer, and they REALLY need this game.

But also, this game is so simple and stupid, it makes it hurt even worse when they insult your mouse and tell you that you
amount to nothing. Its just really bad when an easy game says that you suck.

I give it 6/7.5 lennys ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)
Would click again. Awesome strategy game. Looks good, feels solid, plays like a charm. If you like any form of strategy based
RPGs (Age of Wonders - Fire Emblem) you will like this too.. Too bad it doesn't come in black.. As far as Neptunia goes, this
game is a very mixed bag. As such, I decided to structure this review into five pros and cons (with some detail underneath
should you wish to read my explanation of the point) before some concluding remarks:

The Pros:

1. The combat system is one of the best in the series.

This has been my favourite aspect of the game. A full explanation of all the different and new mechanics would take a
few paragraphs to do them justice, so, in the interest of keeping this brief, this game innovates and improves the
mechanics of the EXE gauge, turn delay, formations and skills whilst simultaneously adding new and welcome features
such as classes, normal to 'charged attacks' at the cost of potentially delaying your turn and the increase in game
difficulty first implemented in VII.

2. The introduction of new characters.

New to the series is Segami, who dons the title of game protagonist alongside Iffy and the Sega Hard Girls, more
specifically the ones who share a console origin with one of the Goddesses in this game (i.e. the Mega Drive, Saturn,
Game Gear and Dreamcast). This is definitely the best spin-off when it comes to the introduction of new characters.

3. New dungeons and a new soundtrack

Exactly what it says on the tin. As will likely always be the case, a lot of the dungeons are copy-pasted from the
Re;Birth trilogy, but it's lovely to see some brand new ones in the mix. In addition, due to new wall climbing and
crawling mechanics when dungeon exploring, said 'copy-pasted dungeons' have been tweaked slightly to allow
exploration with them. It's a welcome little change.
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4. The story layout

I feel as though this is a very subjective point and a counter-argument can be easily made to turn this into a co, but
personally, I applaud the way the story is set out in this game. Instead of one world map (maybe with interconnected
dimensions), you have a hub world in which you receive missions and then travel to the correct 'era' to complete their
objectives. This new system compliments the story much better than the traditional chapter layout would and, as I
previously said, I just prefer the mission layout a lot more.

5. Observation VS Remake System Plans

New dungeons are unlocked through missions (both story and non-story related) and toggled plans that we saw in the
Re;Births (such as attack Symbol Gains and Exp Up) are instead unlocked directly through chirper interactions rather
than getting the plan through chirper interaction and then needing to gather materials to complete it. It's a minor
point, but it saves a lot of time that you'd otherwise have used farting around in dungeons in the Re;Births or doing
Guild quests in VII for Flag Items.

The Cons

1. Very short

Idea Factory have somehow made the advances in gameplay at the detriment of the story. The game's story is very
simple and repetitive as it essentially entails zipping around different console eras and sorting out whatever needs to be
sorted out. A lot of the time, you'll receive a mission to go to a certain era and you'll just need to sit through about 5 to
10 minutes of dialogue and then you'll need to turn it in at the mission hub. The simplicity and repetition comes at a
great cost to the game as it can very quickly become a text-a-thon (moreso than maybe any other Neptunia game and
giving Producing Perfection a run for its money) that only serves to make an otherwise interesting and exciting story
concept mind-numbingly boring at times.

2. This leads to incredibly underdeveloped characters

Due to the problems mentioned above, number 2 of the pros quickly becomes a con. Segami is clearly underdeveloped
and her character culminates into all tsun and no dere at all. During the true ending her character is fleshed out a bit
more for story reasons, but the revelation of her true nature is as clear as day to the player a few hours in as her
transformations and name allude to it. Juxtapose this with the revelation of the true villain of VII and you realise that
the series is far more capable than this. The Sega Hard Girls similarly have this underdevelopment issue. It doesn't
apply to Iffy as much because we already know and love her from the mainline, but since I'm not overly fond of her,
she wasn't the saving grace she might be to her own fanboys.

3. 'The Enemy Freeze Bug'

Remember that amazing bug Re;Birth 3 has on the PC where sometimes the enemies won't attack on their turn and
will just instead stare at you until you Alt+F4? It's back, but with a tendency to occur in boss fights and whereas in
Re;Birth 3 you could minimise the risk of this happening by not attacking as fast on your go, it seems to just happen
randomly in this game. I've had it a few times where it's happened at the start of a boss fight. It's unacceptable for
such a game breaking bug to still be present in this game and it's unforgivable when this is their eighth port to the PC
and, as far as I know, PC versions of Re;Birth 1, 2, VII and Hyperdevotion Noire never had this issue. Poor show.

4. The definition of insanity is doing the same dungeon over and over again...

In the pros, I mentioned that I applaud the game for having new and tweaked dungeons. You best like them too
because most of them appear in all 4 eras, meaning that you're going to have to explore that dungeon a lot of times. I'm
hesitant to call it the same dungeon because they do change over the eras. In the game's defence, Macarasco Troll Ruin
is pretty neat because of this: it's a very small and dilapidated dungeon in the Dreamcast era, but go to the much
earlier Mega Drive era and it's got a much larger map with two floors housing some very powerful monsters. This is
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the exception to the usual pattern though; the vast majority of the dungeons in the game are copy-pasted into each
different era, some being the exact same. It pads out the game significantly and makes the aforementioned problem of
repetition that much more glaring.

5. Minor annoyances add up

I normally wouldn't put nitpicks on a list like this, but this game has so many little things that irritate me that I
decided to make it its own little section. These include but aren't limited to: Iffy or Segami must be in the party at all
times and only they can be party leaders, you must go back to the Library to report missions (so get used to that time
travel noise), Toypolis overwrites itself, making some collectibles incredibly missable most likely due to dev oversight,
there's no way of recording your progress in collecting baseballs despite there being a system to record your medals
progress so you have to do that manually, being spammed by events in the Grand Archive, you get bullied into New
Game Plus if you want to fight Delphinus or get the Bad Ending, Neptune is consistently sidelined by the protagonists
unlike other character-dedicated spin-offs like Blanc+Neptune VS Zombies and Compa makes no appearance and isn't
even mentioned despite her and Iffy being best buds in the mainline.

The Conclusion

I think the overarching conclusion to my points is that the positives can be summarised as welcome changes primarily
in gameplay and the negatives as issues to do with the story, missed potential and some technical aspects. If you read
and, on balance, think the positives overcome the negatives (or, like I imagine many people will, ignore the negatives
because it's Neptunia or it has Iffy as the protagonist, or both) then I'd wholeheartedly recommend it. This spinoff,
however, didn't resonate with me and I blame this on the crashes, small tedium and a very weak story and character
roster. If I weren't an avid fan of the series as a whole, I'd have stopped playing after about five hours.. i like retro
army very much , and I will explain why ..
evrey game that they make is just pure fun .
the fun i used to have from games i playd in my childhood
i truly hope they will keep the games coming and will not lose thier charm over the time .
retro army thank you so much!
. I enjoyed it at the beginning as I struggled through the combat...but meeting the final boss 108 times was just a bit too
much. (The dragon keeps coming back from the dead and unless you're in the right spot with the right character types
you're basically doomed.)
Basically, just not worth it.. The mechanics of this game are fairly solid outside of a clunky UI, but you'll realize
something rather quickly - everything this game has to offer you can experience in the first few scenarios. That is, if
you're willing to wait around to see them come to fruition.

The economy of this game is built entirely around resources - food, bricks, limestone, weapons, etc. There is no money.
It's all about planning around the ebb and flow of an agency-based flow of materials. The early game is easily the most
important foundation for ensuring that you don't get bottlenecked waiting around too long for more bricks for
constructing buildings and enough food to go around.

A lot of this game is really just about proximity, city planning getting one resource in order to obtain another, more
valuable resource. It's pretty difficult to lose - it's really more about how efficient you can get at oiling the cogs of your
city. Watching people and resources move around can be pretty fascinating, but also frustrating and sometimes even
boring. One thing to note is that the UI hides the fact that the game can be sped up - I recommend you do this
immediately by pressing the + key to move the game speed from 1x to the maximum of 2.5x. Knowing this significantly
improves the game.

Speaking of the UI, it's pretty bad. There's plenty of information available to you, but it's oddly placed, and a lot of the
flavor text is awkward. I feel it's a lot less polished than other Tilted Mill games. The graphics, however, are quite
pleasing to the eye, even now. However I did need to drop a fan-made .DLL into the game files to prevent some strange
lag.

Every building offers an important service, but sometimes it can be difficult to tell if that building is close enough to
homes to fulfill its purpose, as there are no overlay maps to show you how far certain services are reaching. The only
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way to know is to watch and monitor the people of your city and see how they're feeling and what they own.

While the campaign offers unique victory conditions and difficulties for each scenario, you can access everything you
could possibly need to create the most grand of Egyptian cities if you so desired almost straight from the beginning.
That is to say, once you've built a magnificent limestone pyramid surrounded by beautiful statues within the first 10
hours of playing... that's it. Yes, you can build *bigger* pyramids and *more* statues and watch your prestige (score)
rise to higher and higher values. But there is no challenge. There is only more waiting, and watching.

I would only recommend this game if you can get satisfaction only out of watching a simulation do its thing. This game
is not difficult. There is very little strategy. Outside of making sure resources are available and moving to their
destinations, the #1 thing you'll be micro-managing is people's satisfactions, of which there are 8 different demands.
Agents will sometimes be upset about not having access to things right in front of their faces and there's not much you
can do about it until they decide to go there.

Once you beat a few missions and learn how to make a proper city, that's all that is left. Constantly monitoring the
things that annoy your citizens, and praying they bother using the facilities you provide before they get upset and leave
your city. Not really all that fun to me.
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tl;dr: Game's literally pointless with god awful hit detection. For details, continue reading:

'Pointless' is a game all about clicking dots, and no, it's just not that simple. Not because it isn't simple, but because it isn't
programmed to be simple. Not because it's clearly intentional. But because the programming just basically sucks. And you know
it does when the first thing you're greeted with is a mock Gameboy screen meant to bring up nostalgia of a two-bit variety, only
making the game look cheap and completely unoriginal, not to mention make you want to pull out that old brick of a portable
handheld instead of play this. On top of that you have a repetitive score and random sound effects that mirror that system's
capabilities, yet quickly grate on your nerves the more time you spend listening to them. Honestly, some of the cheap knock-off
handheld companies back in the day had higher standards, though the Nintendo today may be willing to slap it up on their
DS\/3DS e-store.

Of course the huge problem about this title becomes immediately apparent with the first click of the mouse once the actual
"game" starts, and that is the hit detection is pure garbage. No, I wasn't just sitting here clicking tiny dots on a filthy laptop
screen, though I admit it did happen more times than I'd like to admit to, but I found myself clicking upwards of twenty times
rapid fire to get one single dot, only to watch it vanish and be forced to move on to the next in hopes of actually gaining that one
point. In just ten seconds I conceded it'd just be easier to sit around waiting for the L power-up to show so I could have a little
fun with it without the use of an auto-clicker hotkey script running in the background in a feeble attempt to rack up
achievements to my Steam account.

On top of that, 'Pointless' has no penalty system in place, so sitting around in no way hinders your progress. You're best bet is to
just click and use one of five weapons, only three of which seem to have any real use. Pulse places three pulsating obstacles on
the screen at points of your choice and, if done right, will spread the dots and rack up thousands in one go. Bomb is nice if you
have a number of clustered dots on screen as well. But then you have laser, which is the most enjoyable, allowing you to hold the
left mouse button down and automatically click. This one is best done by making small circular motions to rack up a decent
amount of dots. These three work very well together if done right as well, but long (black rectangle that crushes dots) has
minimal benefit. There's also chain, but I genuinely have no idea what it does, if anything at all.

There are a few options, but they are as basic, and disappointing, as the title itself. There's music and sound effect volume
controls, as well as an option to change the background "color palette", but only after you destroy so many dots to unlock the
other two distinctly bland colors of peach and tomato red. Yes, that's all the cosmetic changes the development team has
allowed. God forbid you get a third color scheme to unlock or new "game girl" handheld border because us clicking pointlesly at
pointless dots wouldn't possibly know what to do with that much power at our disposal other than watch the credits and add our
pointless total to a pointless global score to show the world how collectively pathetic we as Steam users are in this day and age.

Thankfully for achievement hunters, these are simple to rack up with some help. If you have an auto-clicker program or a script
that runs in Hotkey, something I wound up abusing by the six thousand dot mark and realized how little I could be bothered to
try to click the many fleas infesting the digital handheld device that wouldn't die even when I properly clicked on them in the
first damn place. You can scoff at the idea but, trust me, it's almost necessary to do this since you have to have the game the
active window at all times in order to get any weapons or new dots to appear on the screen.

'Flea Extermination Simulator 2016' is, well, a thing that exists. Is it a game? Not necessarily. Remember the old 'Game &
Watch' style of handheld games? Well just picture a bunch of fleas somehow got into one of those, and it's up to you to
exterminate them all before they take over your house. This is 'Pointless', both in title and execution. The only goal this title
serves is to add another cheap and quick one hundred percent complete title to the list of Steam games with achievements.
Sadly, without caving and using an auto-clicker, you'll find it quite a tendious, fairly broken experience that will leave you
questioning where you went wrong in life that you're playing something worse than the recently released failure that is 'Bonsai'.
Hopefully the developer becomes kind enough to throw some bonus colors or backgrounds into the mix, maybe an actual game
or mini-game to breathe life into this waste of a dollar but, until then, 'Pointless' is an absolutely "pointless" experience for
anyone who's game completion percentage score and achievement count doesn't mean the world to them.. While short and to the
point, this game hits a lot of the right notes. I liked the various endings that keep you guessing as to which might the "true"
ending (if there even is one). I can easily see this game being expanded into a multi-hour VN, but for now its more of a short
story that leaves you thinking afterwards. Any fan of thrillers\/mysteries should play this game to help with a small craving.. I
think I have given it a fair shakes, and I can say that the game is extremely Pay2Win in this stage.
I had a rather frustrating game against the Medic, where my entire team piled onto a single medic, yet we couldn't kill her. Her
heal, once factored for shots missing, can overcome damage from an entire non-paying team.
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The game system has pretty good potential, very catchy soundtrack, but the pay2win, PvP only nature really turned me off.. very
good and basic
i like it
le wow
. This game is an absoulute rip off it is basically a 2d rip off of rust legacy even though rust legacy got delted becuase not that
many player wre playin it and they had the new version atleast it had better graphics and pvp. This is a cute little RPG that
combines monster-fighting with golf. Which is... interesting on its own merits. A bit tricky at times, but fun.

Would recommend.. It's defenitly a good start for a series... and I hope it is planned as such since the ending is very aprupt and
leaves several issues unsolved. Nice to read though. The choices you can make feel reasonable and are represending an adequate
variety of different options.. Good Graphics & heaps of fun for only $5!!!(on special) released Oct2011. It'd be way better if
this game (which already is money hungry) would let me purchase something. I'm trying to buy the infinite boosts upgrade and it
just waits... and waits... and waits..... Nice DLC,i like it ! You could Just buy an auto-clicker with rubies or could buy this . It's
cool it gives you a boost at playing Clicker Heroes . With an auto-clicker you don't have to feel pain in your fingers . The auto-
clicker skin looks really nice but the price is really high ! If you already have auto-clickers it doesn't add much to the game
except the skin,but it looks different so that is the only thing . But if you didn't have any auto-clickers it helps you ! But you
could just buy rubies . Conclusion : you buy this because of this skin but it looks cool .
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